Famous Books for the Nursery

FAMOUS BIBLE STORIES
FAMOUS DOG STORIES
FAMOUS KITTEN STORIES
FAMOUS CHICKEN STORIES
FAMOUS RABBIT STORIES
FAMOUS MOUSE STORIES
LITTLE FOLKS' ALPHABET
WINNIE THE POOH

SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL BOOKS
KITCHEN FUN
FUN WITH CRAYONS
OUR COUNTRY COLORING BOOK
ANIMALS AND BIRDS COLORING BOOK
READ, DRAW AND COLOR
FAMOUS MOUSE STORIES

THREE BLIND MICE

PEREZ THE MOUSE

THE LION AND THE MOUSE

Illustrations by MARY and WALLACE STOVER

PERKS PUBLISHING, 200 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
THREE BLIND MICE

Three Small Mice
Three Small Mice
Three Small Mice
Pined for some fun
Pined for some fun
Pined for some fun
They made up their minds to set out to roam;
Said they, "'Tis dull to remain at home,"
And all the luggage they took was a comb,
These three Small Mice

Three Bold Mice
Three Bold Mice
Three Bold Mice
Came to an Inn
Came to an Inn
Came to an Inn
"Good evening, Host, can you give us a bed?"
But the Host he grinned and he shook his head;
So they all slept out in a field instead,
These three Bold Mice.

Three Cold Mice
Three Cold Mice
Three Cold Mice
Woke up next morn
Woke up next morn
Woke up next morn
They each had a cold and a swollen face,
Through sleeping all night in an open space;
So they rose quite early and left the place,
These three Cold Mice.

Three Hungry Mice
Three Hungry Mice
Three Hungry Mice
Searched for some food
Searched for some food
Searched for some food
But all they found was a walnut shell
That lay by the side of a dried-up well;
Who had eaten the nut they could not tell,
These three Hungry Mice.

Three Starved Mice